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a b s t r a c t
Story segmentation divides a multimedia stream into homogenous regions each addressing
a central topic. Lexical cohesion is a reasonable indicator for story boundaries. However, for
story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news, directly measuring word level lexical cohesion is not applicable, because the texts transcribed from audio is highly unreliable and the
inevitable speech recognition errors may signiﬁcantly break word cohesion, thus heavily
degrading the segmentation performance. To address the problem, we propose to use subword level cohesion in story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news, because Chinese
subwords play great semantic roles and show robustness to speech recognition errors.
We provide a comprehensive study on the effectiveness of subword units in story segmentation of Chinese speech recognition transcripts, and analyze the inﬂuence of recognition
errors to the segmentation performance. Speciﬁcally, we study subword-based TextTiling
and lexical chaining approaches to story segmentation, in which lexical cohesion is measured using either character or syllable n-grams (n = 1, 2, 3, 4). Our extensive experiments
demonstrate performance improvement of subword unigrams and bigrams over wordbased methods. For instance, tested on the CCTV corpus, character unigram lexical chaining
obtains a relative F1-measure gain of 12% over words on erroneous brief news transcripts
(with word error rate of 40.9%). Generally, we ﬁnd that subword-based methods can often
obtain better segmentation than word-based ones for both error-free and erroneous
transcripts.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With the exponential growth of multimedia data containing speech, such as TV and radio broadcast news, meetings, lectures, voice mails and web-sharing videos, the development of automatic methods to semantically access and efﬁciently
manage the spoken content has become increasingly important. Speech signal is semantically rich and usually covering subjects, concepts, topics, identities and emotions. For long streams such as a one-hour broadcast news episode, it is desirable to
segment them into shorter clips that represent speciﬁc topics or stories. This would ideally allow users to swiftly jump to the
start of relevant segments rather than have to search through the whole episode. Story segmentation aims to fulﬁll this task,
which partitions a text, audio or video stream into a sequence of topically coherent segments known as stories [1]. It is an
important precursor because various tasks, e.g., topic categorization and tracking, summarization, information extraction,
indexing and retrieval usually assume the presence of individual topical documents [17,25]. Manual segmentation requires
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annotators to work through the entire audio/video stream, which is tedious and costly. The need for automated segmentation approaches has become very pressing recently as a result of huge multimedia data produced.
Recently, lexical cohesion-based methods have drawn much interest for story segmentation [12,7,29,27,2,4]. Lexical
cohesion [11] indicates that words in a story (or topic) hang together by semantic relations and different stories tend to
employ different sets of words. The TextTiling method [12] claims lexical similarity minimums as story boundaries through
a word similarity measure across the text. The lexical chaining method [29] chains up related words in a text and a high
concentration of chain starts and ends is declared as a story boundary.
Traditionally, lexical cohesion-based story segmentation has been studied at word level. In this paper, we perform a comprehensive study on subword-based approaches to story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news. Our motivations are
twofold.
1. First, different from western languages, Chinese is a character-based language and monosyllabic [45]. Chinese subwords,
e.g., characters and syllables, play important semantic roles. The latent effectiveness of subwords warrants an investigation of lexical cohesion-based story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news.
2. Second, story segmentation of broadcast news is performed largely on erroneous textual transcripts. Previous approaches
measure word relations on inaccurate texts transcribed from audio (via a speech recognizer) and they did not take into
account any error compensation methods. However, it is known that speech recognition errors break lexical cohesion
among words, leading to performance degradation. Our previous preliminary study shows that measuring lexical cohesion at subword units hold much promise to solving the problem [42]. Subword units may be robust to speech recognition errors because of their partial matching merit. At subword levels, the mis-recognized words may include some
subword units correctly recognized and matching on the subword level can thus recover word relations in noisy
transcripts. However, the effectiveness of subwords for Chinese story segmentation desires a comprehensive study using
different lexical methods, data sets from different sources and different speech recognition error rates.
Therefore, in this paper, we complete an extensive study on the effectiveness of various subword representations in Chinese story segmentation. Our experimental study on two popular methods, two Mandarin corpora (TDT2 and CCTV) and
transcripts with different speech recognition error rates demonstrates that Chinese subwords can achieve considerable performance gains over words in lexical cohesion-based story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news, both in error-free and
erroneous transcripts.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 makes a brief survey on related work. Section 3 describes the
TextTiling and lexical chaining methods for story segmentation. In Section 4, we study the robustness of Chinese subwords
and subword-based story segmentation approaches. Section 5 provides our experiments and analysis on the results. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Related work
Automatic story segmentation on multimedia documents is a challenging task. Text documents are often clearly organized with titles, sentences and paragraphs via typographic cues, e.g. punctuation and capitalization. However, spoken or
video documents do not have such structural or typographic merits. Previous efforts on multimedia segmentation focus
on three categories of cues: visual cues such as presence of an anchor face [14] and motion changes [13], audio cues such
as signiﬁcant pauses and pitch resets [41,38], and lexical cues such as word similarity measures from speech recognition
transcripts or closed captions of video [12,29,8,44]. Cues from different modalities (audio, video and text) can be fused to
achieve a better segmentation performance [14,27,32,18].
Hui et al. [16] proposed to detect studio-to-ﬁeld transitions by spatial and color histogram differences among consecutive
video frames. They discovered that story boundaries often coincide with studio-to-ﬁeld shot boundaries in many broadcast
news programs. Anchor face detection has been extensively studied for the story segmentation task since the presence of an
anchorperson is another salient visual feature [21,14]. Anchors often play introductive or conclusive roles of news reports.
Visual cues are widely studied in the TREC video retrieval evaluations (TRECVID) [30,31,15].
Audio signal implies rich structural information for story segmentation [39]. For example, program directors usually use
salient pauses between consecutive news stories [28,20]. News programs often use short music clips to switch topics and
newscasts involve multiple speakers like anchors, reporters and interviewees. Hence speech/music shifts and speaker
changes may indicate story boundaries [28,14]. Speech prosodic cues have lately raised interest in decision tree [35,36]
based topic segmentation [28,20]. Speakers naturally separate their speech into different topics or subtopics through intonational, durational and energy cues.
Audio and visual cues depend on the editorial and production rules and these rules can vary from different media sources.
Lexical cues are more generic since they probe story shifts by monitoring the intrinsic semantic variations. Since closed captions are not always available for multimedia documents, lexical-based segmentation approaches are usually carried out on
speech recognition transcripts. As compared with video and audio cues, lexical cues are more popular as they work on both
text and multimedia sources. Major lexical approaches include word cohesiveness, the use of key phrases and topic
modeling.
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Many news programs use cue terms such as ‘stay tuned’ and ‘reports’ at the beginning or end of a news story. Thus
detecting such key phrases can help to locate story boundaries [3,13]. Hsu et al. [13] selected frequent cue phrases in the
vicinities of story boundaries from a training set and combined them with other cues in an exponential model-based
approach. Topic modeling based approaches include hidden Markov models (HMM) [44], maximum entropy (ME) models
[3,14,33,34], local content analysis (LCA) [26] and genetic algorithm (GA) [37,24]. In Yamron’s HMM approach [44], topics
are modeled by nodes and words are the emitting observations of topics. Under the HMM framework [40], topic shifts
are signaled by transitions between nodes.
Lexical cohesion is a textual quality that makes the sentences in a topic seems to hang together via inter-word semantic
relations [11]. Text segments with similar vocabulary are more likely to be part of a coherent topic. Repetition (i.e. cooccurrence) of words is the most common appearance of the lexical cohesion phenomenon. Based on this principle, much
effort has been devoted to lexical cohesion approaches for text segmentation. Major approaches involve TextTiling [12],
C99 [7] and lexical chaining [29].
Hearst et al. [12] proposed the TextTiling approach based on the straightforward observation that different topics usually
employ different sets of words and shifts in vocabulary usage are indicative of topic changes. As a result, pairwise sentence
similarities are measured across the text and a local similarity minimum implies a story boundary. Stokes et al. [29] embodied word cohesion by a lexical chaining approach, in which related words in a text were linked into chains and a high concentration of chain starting and ending points is an indication as a story boundary. These two approaches have been recently
introduced to segment multimedia documents such as broadcast news [27] and meetings [2] on speech recognition
transcripts.
Despite of considerable attention from TREC SDR [10], TRECVID [31] and TDT1 evaluations, performances of lexical-based
story segmentation on spoken documents remain inferior. The high level of speech recognition error rate is one of the major
obstacles. Lexical methods detect story boundaries on noisy texts transcribed from audio via a large vocabulary continuous
speech recognizer (LVCSR). The inevitable errors can cause word matching failures [23], break lexical cohesion and thus degrade
story segmentation performance. According to TRECVID 2006, the word error rate (WER) is about 30% for English broadcast
news and about 40% for Mandarin broadcast news. Adverse acoustic conditions, diverse speaking styles and OOV words are
the primary contributors to the speech recognition errors. The existence of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words (i.e., words outside
the vocabulary of the speech recognizer) is more common for Chinese than other languages such as English due to the ﬂexible
word-building nature of Chinese. Chinese OOV words are largely named entities (e.g. Chinese person names and transliterated
foreign names) that are keys to topic discrimination.
Because of the complexity of Chinese, some researchers searched for effective approaches for Chinese story segmentation
from its language point of view. Levow [20] performed an initial investigation on the pitch features in prosody-based Chinese
story segmentation. Our previous work discovered that the pitch reset cues (formally effective in English) are affected by the
Chinese lexical tones and that tone-normalized pitch resets are more effective in Chinese story segmentation [41,38]. Some
recent researches tried to integrate multi-modal features (lexical, acoustic, video) in Chinese story segmentation [18,19,27].
Recently, subword indexing units (e.g. phonemes, syllables and sub-phonetic segments) have shown robustness to speech
recognition errors and OOV words in spoken document retrieval (SDR) [23] tasks. Especially for Chinese, retrieval based on
character or syllable indexing is superior to words due to the special features of Chinese [5,22]. We believe that subwords
should also be effective in story segmentation of erroneous broadcast news transcripts through partial matching. It often
happens that, although words have been incorrectly recognized, they may still contain subword units that have been correctly recognized. From which, it’s possible to recover useful word relations that are essential to story segmentation. Our
preliminary study has demonstrated the potential of subwords in story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news transcripts
in the presence of speech recognition errors [43,42].
In this paper, we perform an intensive study of the effectiveness of subword units in lexical cohesion-based story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news. We examine the performance and behavior of various Chinese subword units in story
segmentation on error-free manual transcripts and speech recognition transcripts with various error rates. We investigate
the feasibility of using subword representations for story segmentation as an alternative to words in TextTiling and lexical
chaining. Chinese is highly different from English and other western languages. Chinese subword units (i.e. characters and
syllables) play important semantic roles due to the character-based-wording and monosyllabic natures of Chinese. With
their robustness to speech recognition errors, modeling lexical cohesion at subword levels may lead to superior story
segmentation performance on Chinese speech recognition transcripts.

3. Lexical cohesion based story segmentation
3.1. Lexical cohesion
Lexical cohesion describes that a text with a central topic is created by using words with related meanings and the words
hang together as a whole through cohesive relations [11]. Major lexical cohesion relations include word repetition, synonym/
1

http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/TDT/.
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Table 1
Different lexical cohesion types in broadcast news.
Type

Example

Repetition

Synonym/antonym

Generalization/specialization

Part/whole

antonym, specialization/generalization, and part/whole relation. Some examples are shown in Table 1. Among these relations, repetition is a strong, frequently used cohesion indicator.
A plenty of research [12,7,29] has shown that lexical cohesion is a useful device to detect story changes since words in an
individual topical story are semantically cohesive while different stories tend to have different vocabulary. We can thus identify story boundaries by detecting shifts of vocabulary in a text document. Previous research shows that it is ‘‘counterintuitive and disappointing’’ that using more semantic relations has a negative effect on the performance of story segmentation
[29], because additional semantic relations other than repetition can incur noise. According to Stokes [29], the use of repetition-only exhibits the best performance for story segmentation. Therefore, we consider only term repetitions in our study.
3.2. TextTiling
TextTiling measures consecutive sentence similarities across the text and a local similarity minimum implies a possible
topic shift [12]. The TextTiling algorithm includes three steps: tokenizaiton, lexical score determination and boundary identiﬁcation. As a precursor, the tokenization step divides the input text into individual lexical units (usually words). For broadcast news, tokenization is carried out at the speech recognition stage and the resultant LVCSR transcript has already been
segmented to a sequence of words.
In lexical score determination, the text stream is ﬁrst segmented into sentences or pseudo-sentences such as a ﬁxed window of words. The lexical similarity is calculated for each sentence pair (i, i + 1) via lexical score:

PN
n¼1 v n;i v n;iþ1
;
Sði; i þ 1Þ ¼ cosðv i ; v iþ1 Þ ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
P
N
n¼1

v 2n;i

N
n¼1

v 2n;iþ1

ð1Þ

where vi and vi+1 are term frequency vectors for two adjacent sentences i and i + 1, respectively, and vn,i is the frequency of
the term wn occurred in i with a vocabulary size of N. For LVCSR transcripts, lexical scores are usually determined between
two adjacent pseudo-sentences deﬁned as a ﬁxed number of terms (T). This is because: (1) real sentence boundaries are not
readily available in speech recognition transcripts and sentence segmentation is another challengeable task; (2) the number
of shared terms between two long sentences and between a long and a short sentence would probably yield incomparable
scores [43]. Since story boundaries are searched at each inter-sentence point, we increase the boundary hypothesizes by a
sliding step. Lexical scores are calculated at {T, T + D, T + 2D, . . .} term positions, where D is the sliding length and D 6 T. Fig. 1
shows a lexical score curve calculated on a broadcast news transcript. We can clearly observe that story boundaries consistently correspond to similarity valleys.
TextTiling uses depth score rather than lexical score to identify the story boundaries in the ﬁnal boundary identiﬁcation
step. Depth scores are calculated at valley points of the lexical score time trajectory:

Dðv Þ ¼ ðSðpl Þ  SðuÞÞ þ ðSðpr Þ  SðuÞÞ;

ð2Þ

where u is a valley point, and pl and pr are the nearest left and right peaks around u, respectively. For those non-valley points,
their depth scores are assigned to 0. It is indicative from the depth score curve that a sharp drop in lexical similarity is more
probable to be a story boundary, as shown in Fig. 1. Finally, boundaries are identiﬁed on the time trajectory of the depth
score, in which a time point whose depth score exceeds a pre-deﬁned threshold h is determined as a story boundary.
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Fig. 1. Lexical score and depth score curves for a broadcast news transcript. Vertical red lines denote reference story boundaries. (For interpretation of the
references in colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Lexical chaining and boundary strength calculation for a broadcast news excerpt.

3.3. Lexical chaining
Lexical chaining is another embodiment of lexical cohesion, where a chain links related terms (e.g. words) across a text
stream [29]. We expect that a high concentration of starting and/or ending chains is an indicator of a story boundary. After a
similar tokenization step as in TextTiling, the chaining procedure performs a single-pass clustering, where the ﬁrst token in
the input text stream forms the ﬁrst lexical chain and each subsequent token is linked to an existing chain if it is related to at
least one token in that chain by any pre-deﬁned lexical cohesion relations such as repetition and synonymy. As described
before, lexical chains are usually formed by repetitions only since additional semantic relations induce noises to the segmentation process [29]. Fig. 2 shows an example of lexical chaining for a broadcast news transcript excerpt. We usually set up a
maximal chain length and beyond which no chains are allowed. This is because some terms in a news story may re-appear in
another story. For example, some chains may span across the entire text if two stories reporting the same topic are situated
at the beginning and end of a news episode.
After chaining, we measure the boundary strength for each pair of adjacent sentences by

Cði; i þ 1Þ ¼ EðiÞ þ Bði þ 1Þ;

ð3Þ

where EðiÞ and Bði þ 1Þ denote the number of chains ending at sentence i and the number of chains beginning at sentence
i + 1, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the boundary strength scores calculated at inter-sentence positions for a broadcast news
transcript excerpt. Fig. 3 plots the boundary strength curve for a broadcast news transcript and we can clearly observe that
story boundaries consistently meet boundary strength peaks. An inter-sentence position whose boundary strength exceeds a
pre-tuned threshold h is considered as a story boundary. Pseudo-sentences with a ﬁxed number of terms (T) are usually used
for story segmentation of LVCSR transcripts.
4. Subword lexical cohesion approaches
Lexical-based story segmentation approaches usually involve word matching, e.g., word frequency counts in sentence
similarity measure of TextTiling [12] and connecting word repetitions in lexical chaining [29]. However, speech recognition
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Fig. 3. Boundary strength curve for a broadcast news transcript. Vertical red lines denote reference story boundaries. (For interpretation of the references in
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
The differences between English and Chinese.
English

Chinese

Written

Alphabetic, word-based, space as word delimiters

Character-based, no word delimiters

Spoken

Non-tonal, accentual

Tonal, monosyllabic

Fig. 4. A Chinese sentence with its component words, characters and syllables.

errors induce severe word matching failures. In subword levels, we can conduct partial matching or ‘‘sound-like’’ matching
that can partially recover the relations among words. This merit is especially important for Chinese due to its special characteristics. In this section, we ﬁrst describe these language-speciﬁc characteristics and then show the robustness of Chinese
subwords in lexical matching. After that, we present our subword-based TextTiling and lexical chaining methods.
4.1. Special characteristics of Chinese
Chinese is signiﬁcantly different from western languages such as English in both written and spoken aspects, as listed in
Table 2. Instead of alphabetic, Chinese is a character-based language and a word is composed of one or more characters.
There are about 6500 commonly used characters2 and almost every character is a morpheme with its meaning. Different from
English, there is no space between words to mark word boundaries in a Chinese text. In fact, word is not clearly deﬁned in Chinese. Therefore, word segmentation is a particularly difﬁcult task for Chinese and the segmentation result of a sentence is usually not unique and often confusing [9].
In spoken aspect, Chinese is monosyllabic, i.e., each character is pronounced as a syllable. Different from English, Chinese is
a tonal language and each syllable is associated with a lexical-meaningful tone. Syllables with different tones indicate different lexical meanings. Mandarin syllable tones are expressed acoustically in pitch trajectories. There are four tones plus a
neutral tone for Mandarin (Putonghua) and other dialects may have different tones. In Mandarin, about 1200 phonologically
allowed tonal syllables correspond to over 6500 commonly used simpliﬁed Chinese characters. When tones are disregarded,
the number is reduced to only about 400, known as base syllables. Fig. 4 shows the building blocks of a Chinese sentence.
4.2. Robustness of subwords to speech recognition errors
The high character-syllable ratio (16:1) results in a large numbers of homophones in Chinese. Tones are often misrecognized by the speech recognizer, which contributes a lot to the speech recognition errors. In Chinese LVCSR transcripts, it is
2

Simpliﬁed characters that are widely used in mainland China and Singapore.
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Table 3
Some speech recognition errors in Chinese LVCSR transcripts. Subword units for partial matching are underlined.
Syllable sequence

English translation

Original word

Character sequence

dian-chi

Dianchi Lake

LVCSR result

dian-shi

television

Original word

zhong-you

heavy oil

LVCSR result

zhong-yao

important

Original word

ao-er-bu-lai-te

Albright

LVCSR result

er bu lai-te

two step Wright

Original word

hu-lian-wang

internet

LVCSR result

hu lian-wang

mutual connection

Original word

a-er-ji-li-ya

Algeria

LVCSR result

bao-er-ji li yao

Bauer drive want

Table 4
Some OOV words in Chinese LVCSR transcripts. Subword units for partial matching are underlined.
Characters
OOV word:

Base syllables
ku-bu-qi

(a Chinese place)

LVCSR output

(cannot afford)
(vice-ministerial level)

OOV word:

OOV word:

wang you cai

(a Chinese name)

LVCSR output

(when have money)

dang you cai

(king rape)

wang you cai

(national friendship talent)

bang you cai
lai wen si ji

(Lewinsky)

LVCSR output

fu-bu-ﬁ
fu-bu-ji

(come article this base)

lai wen si ji

(come ask driver)

lai wen si ji

(show-up driver)

lai de si ji

common that a word is subsituted by another character sequence with the same or similar pronunciation, where homophone characters are the probable substitutions. Table 3 shows some word matching failures due to speech recognition errors. For example, word matching fails between words ‘‘
’’ (Dianchi Lake) and its substitution ‘‘
’’ (television).
However, they have similar pronunciations and we still can link them together via syllable ‘‘dian’’. Similarly, a word matching failure occurs between the foreign name
(Albright) and its LVCSR resultant ‘‘
’’ (two step
Wright). We can still link the two together via subword character string ‘‘
’’.
4.3. Robustness of subwords to OOV words
Flexible word formation in Chinese makes limited characters to produce unlimited words. This is the open vocabulary
nature, i.e., there does not exist a commonly accepted lexicon for Chinese. In broadcast news domain that probes timely
events, new words are born almost everyday. As a result, the OOV problem is acute in Chinese LVCSR transcripts. Many
OOV words in BN are named entities (NE) that are important to topic discrimination. An OOV word distributed in different
places of a news story may share part of the characters or be substituted by several different character strings with the same
(or partially same) syllable sequence. Some examples are shown in Table 4. For example, the place name ‘‘
’’ is an
OOV word that is substituted as other phrases ‘‘
’’ (cannot afford) and ‘‘
’’ (vice-ministerial). We cannot
match them together at word level. However, they both share the same syllable ‘‘bu’’ that still can recover their relations.
Foreign proper names are common OOV words in Chinese spoken documents as they are transliterated to Chinese character
sequences based on the pronunciations (i.e. phonetic transliteration). Consequently, speech recognizer may return different
character sequences with the same or similar pronunciations, probably their homophones. For example, it is possible to link
the three LVCSR resultants of the foreign person name ‘‘
’’, which have completely different meanings, via characters ‘‘ ’’ or syllables ‘‘si-ji’’, as shown in Table 4.
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Table 5
Examples of semantically related words sharing component characters. Subword units for
semantic matching are underlined.
Character sequence

Syllable sequence

English translation

he-neng

nuclear energy

he-ran-liao

nuclear fuel

he-fan-ying-dui

nuclear reactor

jie-fang-zhan-zheng

war of liberation

ye-zhan-jun

ﬁeld army

zhan-yi

campaign

shui-wei

water level

shui-li-shu-niu

water control pivot

shui-yu

water area

4.4. Merit of subwords in semantic matching
Besides recovering matching failures from noisy transcripts, the superiority of subwords also lies in their ability to link
semantically related words that share some component characters. As we described in Section 4.1, a considerable number
of Chinese words are compositional, i.e., the meaning of the word is related to its component characters [6]. We show some
examples in Table 5. For example, the words ‘‘
’’ (nuclear energy), ‘‘
’’ (nuclear fuel) and ‘‘
’’ (nuclear reactor) are all extracted from a news story about the North Korean nuclear crisis. They share the same component character ‘‘ ’’ (nuclear). Obviously, the cohesive relations between these words cannot be captured by rigid word matching.
However, character level matching can discover their relations.
The ﬂexibility of Chinese word segmentation also result in word level speech recognition errors. The same character sequence may be segmented as several different word sequences that are both syntactically valid and semantically meaningful.
For example, the proper noun ‘‘
’’ (The UN General Assembly) can appear as a unique word and also can be
segmented to two words, ‘‘
’’ (UN) and ‘‘
’’(General Assembly), in the same LVCSR transcript. Rigid word matching cannot link them together, while their relations can be found via character or syllable matching.
4.5. Subword-based TextTiling and lexical chaining
Motivated by the merits of subwords, we propose to use different Chinese subword representations i.e., character and
syllable n-gram units, in TextTiling and lexical chaining. Given a sequence of words {w1w2w3  wQ} and the sequence of
its component characters (or syllables) {c1c2c3  cL}, the overlapping subword n-grams are deﬁned in Fig. 5. Higher-order
subword overlapping n-grams can be formed accordingly. We use unit overlap to reduce the possibility of missing any useful
information embedded in the subword sequence.
Subword based TextTiling: We measure the lexical similarity on the sequence of subword overlapping n-gram transformed from the LVCSR word transcripts. Lexical score on subword level is deﬁned as

Fig. 5. Forming rules for subword overlapping n-grams.
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Fig. 6. Lexical chaining and boundary strength calculation on the character unigram representation of a broadcast news transcript excerpt.

PM
^ ^
m¼1 v m;i v m;iþ1
^
^
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ;
Sði; i þ 1Þ ¼ cosðv i ; v iþ1 Þ ¼ qP
PM
M
2
^
^2
m¼1 v m;i
m¼1 v m;iþ1

ð4Þ

^ m;i and v
^ m;iþ1 are
^ i and v
^ iþ1 are the subword n-gram frequency vectors of pseudo-sentences i and i + 1, respectively. v
where v
the frequency of the subword n-gram unit cm occurred in sentences i and i + 1, respectively. M is the size of the subword
vocabulary. Depth scores on the subword n-gram sequence are calculated from the lexical score trajectory according to
Eq. (2) and story boundaries are detected by a preset threshold.
Subword based lexical chaining: For each n-gram scale (n = 1, 2, 3, 4), we form lexical chains by connecting repetitions of
subword n-gram units produced by the rules described in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows an example of lexical chaining that connects
repetitions on the character unigram sequence of an LVCSR transcript. Boundary strengthes are calculated via Eq. (3) and
story boundaries are identiﬁed by a predeﬁned threshold.
5. Experiments and analysis
5.1. Corpus
5.1.1. TDT2
Topic detection and tracking Phase 2 (TDT2) Mandarin corpus3 is released by LDC, which contains about 53 h of Mandarin
broadcast news audio from Voice of America. The 177 VOA recordings span from February to June 1998, accompanied with
manually annotated meta-data including story boundaries, manual word transcripts (namely TDT2-Ref) and LVCSR transcripts
(namely TDT2-LVCSR). The TDT2 audio was transcribed by the Dragon LVCSR system with word, character and base syllable
error rates of 37%, 20% and 15%, respectively.
We separate the corpus into two non-overlapping subsets: a development set of 90 recordings with 1321 story boundaries and a test set of 87 recordings with 1262 story boundaries. The development set is used for empirical parameter tuning
and the test set is for story segmentation performance evaluation. According to TDT2, a detected story boundary is considered correct if it lies within a 15-s tolerant window (about 30 words on average) on each side of a manually-annotated reference boundary.
5.1.2. CCTV broadcast news
We collect another broadcast news corpus from China Central Television (CCTV) in order to test story segmentation performance at different levels of speech recognition errors. The corpus contains 71 news episodes with 27 h of CCTV news
audio and 2101 story boundaries.
3

http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/TDT2/.
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Table 6
Performance of LVCSR with different language models on CCTV corpus. Manual transcription is also listed.
Nature

Relative frequency

CCTV-Ref
CCTV-LVCSR1
CCTV-LVCSR2
CCTV-LVCSR3

Error rate on CCTV corpus (%)

Manual transcription (reference)
LVCSR transcription, recognizer uses a trigram trained on 468 M characters
LVCSR transcription, recognizer uses a trigram trained on 37 M characters
LVCSR transcription, recognizer uses a bigram trained on 37 M characters

0.35
CCTV Brief news
0.3

CCTV Detailed news

0.25

Brief news average length: 61
Detailed news average length: 237

Relative frequency

Transcript

Word

Character

Base-syllable

0
25.0
33.4
40.9

0
18
24.6
29.7

0
15.5
20.3
24.1

0.35
TDT2 news
0.3
0.25

0.2

0.2

0.15

0.15

0.1

0.1

0.05

0.05

Average length: 147

0

0
0

200

400

600
800
1000
Length (# of words)

0

200

400

600
800
1000
Length (# of words)

Fig. 7. Story length distribution in CCTV corpus (left) and TDT2 corpus (right).

We use Julius LVCSR4 to transcribe the CCTV corpus. A set of 60 h of CCTV broadcast news audio is adopted to train acoustic
models, i.e. triphone hidden Markov models (HMMs). The textual data for bigram and trigram language model training comes
from CCTV news transcripts (37 M characters) and People’s Daily (431 M characters). To perform story segmentation experiments, we achieve three sets of transcript with different speech recognition errors by using different language models, as summarized in Table 6.
We divide the corpus into two parts: a development set with 40 audio ﬁles (1209 story boundaries) and a test set with 31
audio ﬁles (892 story boundaries). Each CCTV broadcast news episode is made up of a detailed news session (about 25 min)
and a brief news session (about 5 min). Fig. 7 shows the story length distribution of detailed and brief stories in the corpus.
To accord with the TDT2 standard, we assume that a detected story boundary is correct if it lies within a K-word-length tolerance window on each side of a manually-annotated story boundary (K = 10 for brief story and K = 30 for detailed story).
5.2. Experimental setup
We have carried out experiments on the TDT2 corpus and the CCTV corpus to evaluate the effectiveness of Chinese subwords in story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news. TextTiling and lexical chaining approaches are involved in the
experiments. Story segmentation experiments are performed on different lexical scales, i.e., words and subword n-grams
(n = 1, 2, 3, 4) in form of characters and syllables. We investigate story segmentation performance on both manual transcripts
and LVCSR transcripts with different speech recognition errors. Our goal is to determine whether subword units have enough
representational power to capture the information needed to story discrimination. Experiments on error-free manual transcripts are used to show the performance upper bounds of different lexical scales.
We ﬁrst conduct empirical parameter tuning on the development sets to obtain optimal parameters that achieve the best
performance of story segmentation. Experiments are then carried out on the test sets using the tuned parameters. The
parameters for TextTiling are pseudo-sentence length (T), sliding length (D) and boundary identiﬁcation threshold (h).
The parameters for lexical chaining include maximal chain length L, pseudo-sentence length (T) and boundary identiﬁcation
threshold (h).
The evaluation criterion for story segmentation is F1-measure, i.e., the harmonic mean of recall and precision, deﬁned as

Ncor
;
Nref
Ncor
precision ¼
;
Nret

recall ¼

4

http://julius.sourceforge.jp/.

ð5Þ
ð6Þ
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0.4693

0.4653

0.4321

0.45

0.432

0.4872

0.5038

0.4873

0.5

Character TextTiling
Syllable TextTiling
Character Lexical Chaining
Syllable Lexical Chaining

0.5066

0.5511

0.5407

0.5958

0.5723
0.4747

0.5157

0.5136

0.5589

0.55

0.5392

0.6

0.5598

0.5836

TDT2-Ref
0.65

0.5973
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0.4
Quadgram

0.4364
0.446
0.4468
0.4447

0.2857
0.29

0.4861
0.4828

0.4882
0.487

CCTV-Ref
0.6004
0.6035
0.5334
0.5241

0.6659
0.6674
0.5673
0.5593

Trigram

0.5733
0.5849
0.4638
0.489

0.5

Bigram

0.6419
0.6018
0.5917
0.5684

0.4637

0.6

Unigram
0.6699
0.6139
0.5979

0.7

0.5995
0.5641
0.5375
0.5233

0.8

0.6315
0.6136
0.5953
0.574

Word

0.4

0.1319
0.1345

0.3
0.2
0.1

Word
Detailed news
Character TextTiling
Syllable TextTiling

Unigram

Bigram

Character Lexical Chaining
Syllable Lexical Chaining

Trigram

Brief news
Character TextTiling
Syllable TextTiling

Quadgram

Character Lexical Chaining
Syllable Lexical Chaining

Fig. 8. Story segmentation results (F1-measure) for error-free manual transcripts on TDT2 and CCTV. The performances of the component character and
syllable sequence of word are also drawn (bars in the most left bin).

Table 7
Performance comparison between word and subword for TextTiling on manual transcripts.
Transcripts

F1-measure

TDT2-Ref
CCTV-Ref

Detailed news
Brief news

Subword scale with best F1-measure

Word

Subword

Relative improv. (%)

0.5589

0.5973

6.4

Syllable bigram

0.6315
0.5995

0.6699
0.6419

6.1
7.1

Character unigram
Character unigram

and

F1-measure ¼

2  recall  precision
;
recall þ precision

ð7Þ

where Ncor is the number of correctly detected story boundaries, Nref is the number of actual story boundaries (manual annotation), and Nret is the number of boundaries returned by the story segmentation system.
5.3. Effectiveness of subwords on error-free transcripts
We have experimented story segmentation on error-free manual transcripts. In these experiments, we aim to determine
whether subword units have enough representative power to perform effective story segmentation as an alternative to
words. The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 8, which provide upper bounds on the performance of different subword representations for story segmentation.
In general, most subword unigrams and bigrams achieve considerable performance improvements as compared with
words on manual transcripts for both the TextTiling and the lexical chaining methods. As shown in Fig. 8, syllable bigram
performs the best for the TDT2 corpus and character unigram achieves the best performance for the CCTV corpus. Performance comparisons and relative performance gains of subwords are listed in Table 7 (TextTiling) and Table 8 (lexical
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Table 8
Performance comparison between word and subword for lexical chaining on manual transcripts.
Transcripts

F1-measure

TDT2-Ref
CCTV-Ref

Detailed news
Brief news

Subword scale for best F1-measure

Word

Subword

Relative improv. (%)

0.5157

0.5723

11.0

Character unigram

0.5953
0.5375

0.5979
0.5917

0.4
11.3

Character unigram
Character unigram

1
Lexical similarity

1
0.9 Character

Depth score

0.8

Word

0.9
0.8
0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

Depth score

Threshold

0.2
Threshold

0.1
0

Lexical similarity

Unigram

0

50

100

150

200

250

300
350
400
Time (# of words)

0.1
0

0

50

100

150

200

250

300
350
400
Time (# of words)

Fig. 9. Lexical similarity and depth score curves calculated on word representation and character unigram representation (right) of a CCTV transcript
excerpt.

chaining). Using subwords we were able to achieve improvements ranging from 6.1% to 11.3%. We believe the superior
performance of character unigram on manual transcripts attributes to the following reasons. Words linked together by longer
subword n-grams also can be matched through character unigram. Character unigrams can enhance the cohesive relation of
word repetitions with the increase of the word length. For example, for a 5-character word, the two appearances of the word
in a story can be captured for ﬁve times when using character unigram matching. That is to say, character unigram matching
has a cohesive weighting effect to words with different length, where longer words are associated with higher weights. As we
know in Chinese, long words are likely to be proper nouns that are highly topic-related. The weighting can enhance the
impact of these proper nouns. Fig. 9 shows an example of the effects of character unigram. In this example, the multiple
matchings of proper nouns ‘‘
’’ (Darfur, a place in Sudan) and ‘‘
’’ (Federal Reserve Board,
FRB) using character unigrams help to remove several boundary false alarms (the area with arrow in Fig. 9). Another
contribution of character unigram attributes to the compositional building feature in most Chinese words, i.e., the meaning
of a word is related to the meaning of its component characters, as described in Section 4.1. Different words with related
semantic meaning can be matched together through their component characters.
When comparing different subword scales, we observe that trigram and quadgram perform worse than the word scale
and they do not have enough representative power to show effective story segmentation. This is because majority of Chinese
words are one-character or two-character long, as shown in Table 9. Hence using trigram and quadgram signiﬁcantly reduces
the matching probability of these words.
If we compare the story segmentation performance between syllables and characters for each n-gram scales, there is no
signiﬁcant difference except for unigrams. We can observe that syllable unigrams perform much worse than character
unigrams. When we change from character unigram to syllable unigram in the lexical chaining method, the F1-measure
degrades dramatically from 0.5723 to 0.4747 for the TDT2 corpus, from 0.5979 to 0.4637 for the CCTV detailed news. The
inferior performance is due to the fact that the large number of homophone characters in Chinese renders the syllable
unigram units less discriminative. However, with the increase of word length, the number of homophones also drops
Table 9
Statistics for word and base syllable homophones in the manual transcripts of TDT2 and CCTV. Diff. pron.: different pronunciations.
Word length

Word count
Total

1
2
3
4
4+

TDT2
152675(39%)
204321(52%)
23061(6%)
7139(2%)
3407(1%)

Diff. pron.

Ratio

Word count

Unique

Total

Unique

2229(13%)
10117(60%)
2451(14%)
1391(8%)
808(5%)

5.835
1.165
1.060
1.0
1.0

CCTV
121962(37%)
180141(55%)
16692(5%)
5022(1.5%)
1698(0.5%)

2517(14%)
12566(68%)
2070(11%)
1099(6%)
212(1%)

382
8682
2313
1391
808

Diff. pron.

Ratio

386
10764
2060
1099
212

6.521
1.167
1.004
1.0
1.0
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Fig. 10. Comparison between TextTiling and lexical chaining on character unigram and quadgram transcripts of a CCTV broadcast news clip. Vertical red
lines denote story boundaries. (For interpretation of the references in colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

signiﬁcantly, as shown in Table 9. This reveals that when the subword length (n) is increased, syllable sequence has similar
discriminative power with character sequence and they lead to a comparable performance in story segmentation.
Previous work has shown that the TextTiling method outperforms the lexical chaining method in story segmentation. We
can also obtain this observation from the performances of word and lower n-gram transcripts in Fig. 8. However, lexical
chaining surprisingly surpasses TextTiling for quadgram in TDT2 and trigram (brief news) and quadgram in CCTV. For example, quadgram TextTiling shows very poor performance to CCTV brief news with the lowest F1-measure of 0.1319. That is to
say, TextTiling is more sensitive to large n as compared to lexical chaining. This may be explained as follows. As mentioned
before, since most Chinese words are one or two characters, there are few repeating (matching) pairs in a short distance for
n-grams with n P 3. As we know, long Chinese words tend to be more discriminative in topics because they are usually proper nouns; which, however, are usually scattered within a story. In trigram and quadgram cases, the local pairwise window
comparison strategy of TextTiling results in sustaining low lexical scores due to the lack of matches and story boundaries
cannot stand out. However, the chaining method can link up repeating long terms (e.g. proper nouns) in a relatively longer
range and thus is not sensitive to the local matching sparseness problem. Fig. 10 shows a real example from the CCTV corpus.
For character unigram, we can see that story boundaries can pop out in both the lexical similarity curve and the chain
strength curve. Character quadgrams show a different story. For character quadgram, lexical similarity cure remains ﬂat (almost zero) over time due to rare matches; while chain strength can still present decent peaks at story boundaries despite of a
large reduction of matches.
We also observe the performance difference between brief news and detailed news from the CCTV corpus. For the same
lexical scale and story segmentation method, the F1-measure for detailed news is generally higher as compared with that of
brief news. From Fig. 7, we can see that the length of a brief news is much shorter than a detailed news. For brief news sessions, we observe that some stories even last for only one or two sentences and few repeating pairs can be found in such a
short range, resulting in low similarities or burst chain ends/starts. This affects the stand-out of brief news boundaries that
should be salient with low similarities or high concentration of chain ends and starts.
5.4. Effectiveness of subwords on LVCSR transcripts
Experimental results on LVCSR transcripts for TDT2 and CCTV are shown in Fig. 11. We can see that the observations on
erroneous LVCSR transcripts are consistent with the manual transcripts. Many unigrams and bigrams bring considerable performance gains as compared with words on speech recognition transcripts with various error rates and the performances of
trigram and quadgrams cannot catch up with words. As shown in Tables 10 and 11, character unigram performs the best on
most LVCSR transcripts, followed by character and syllable bigrams. The average relative performance gains achieved by
these superior subwords are 7% for TDT2 and 5.5% for CCTV respectively. Besides their language advantages such as semantic
matching, the robustness of these subword units to speech recognition errors and OOV words contribute to the performance
gains over words, as studied in Section 4.
We observe many examples that show the partial matching merit of subwords in the LVCSR transcripts. Fig. 12 plots the
lexical similarity and depth score curves for two LVCSR transcript excerpts in the TDT2 and CCTV corpora. We can see that
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Fig. 11. Story segmentation results (F1-measure) for speech recognition transcripts on TDT2 and CCTV.

the lexical similarity curves of syllable bigram in excerpt A and the character unigram in excerpt B show much clearer similarity valleys as compared with that of words. For example, the boundary between Story A4 and A5 (missed by word-based
TextTiling) is successfully detected by syllable bigram-based TextTiling. Also, due to the partial matching of subwords,
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Table 10
Performance comparison between word and subword for TextTiling on LVCSR transcripts.
Transcripts

F1-measure

Subword scale with best F1-measure

Word

Subword

Relative improv. (%)

Detailed news
Brief news

0.5319
0.6026
0.5770

0.5787
0.6272
0.6192

8.8
4.1
7.3

Character bigram
Syllable bigram
Character bigram

CCTV-LVCSR2

Detailed news
Brief news

0.5939
0.5536

0.6178
0.6055

4.0
9.4

Character unigram
Character unigram

CCTV-LVCSR3

Detailed news
Brief news

0.5632
0.5524

0.5939
0.6005

5.6
8.7

Character unigram
Character unigram

TDT2-LVCSR
CCTV-LVCSR1

Table 11
Performance comparison between word and subword for lexical chaining on LVCSR transcripts.
Transcripts

F1-measure

Subword scale for best F1-measure

Word

Subword

Detailed news
Brief news

0.5136
0.546
0.5117

0.5507
0.5617
0.5536

7.2
2.9
8.2

Character bigram
Character unigram
Character unigram

CCTV-LVCSR2

Detailed news
Brief news

0.5200
0.5243

0.5335
0.5484

2.6
4.6

Character unigram
Character unigram

CCTV-LVCSR3

Detailed news
Brief news

0.5213
0.4881

0.5249
0.5467

0.7
12.0

Character unigram
Character unigram

TDT2-LVCSR
CCTV-LVCSR1
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Fig. 12. Word and subword lexical similarity curves (blue) and depth score curves (green) for two LVCSR transcript excerpts in the TDT2 and CCTV corpus.
(For interpretation of the references in colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

several boundary false alarms are removed. Table 12 lists some subword matching examples which help to recover word
relations in the same LVCSR transcripts with Fig. 12. The word matching failures because of OOV, recognition error and word
segmentation are recovered by syllable bigram matching or character unigram matching. For example, the two speech recognition results ‘‘
’’ and ‘‘
’’, of the OOV word ‘‘
’’ (Kursk) share the same syllable bigram /si-ke/. Due to the ﬂexibility of Chinese word segmentation, ‘‘
’’ (nuclear reactor) is segmented as three
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Table 12
Examples show how subword matching helps to recover word relations in the same LVCSR transcript excerpts in Fig. 12.
Story #

Type

A1

OOV

Original word

A3

OOV

A4

Recognition error

A5

OOV

Speech recognition result

Word segmentation
B1

OOV

B2

OOV
OOV

Recognition error

B4

OOV

B5

OOV

F1-measure

B3

0.61

Baseline
Word TextTiling
Word Lexical Chaining

0.59
0.57

Unigram
Character TextTiling

0.55

Syllable TextTiling
Character Lexical Chaining

0.53

Syllable Lexical Chaining
Bigram

0.51

Character TextTiling
Syllable TextTiling

0.49

Character Lexical Chaining
Syllable Lexical Chaining

0.47
0.45

0
TDT2-Ref

37 %
TDT2-LVCSR

Fig. 13. Relationship between story segmentation performance (F1-measure) and speech recognition performance (WER) on the TDT2 corpus.

words, i.e., ‘‘ ’’ (nuclear), ‘‘
’’ (reaction) and ‘‘ ’’ (stack). Using syllable bigram we can recover their relations. These
syllable bigram matches help TextTiling successfully detect the boundary between Story A4 and A5.
We observe that there are only minor performance differences between syllable and character at the same n-gram scale,
except for unigrams. As discussed before, there are homonyms with the increase of n. The discriminative ability between
longer syllable sequences and their character counterparts are comparable. That is, the discriminative ability of subword
n-grams comes from the sequential contextual information. The inferior performance of syllable unigram is due to the large
number of homophones and the lack of contextual information.
When comparing TextTiling with lexical chaining, we achieve the same conclusion with the error-free transcripts: TextTiling wins at lower n-grams and lexical chaining excels at higher n-grams. The explanations can be found in Section 5.3. If we
compare between brief news and detailed news in CCTV, we ﬁnd different observations with error-free transcripts: brief
news and detailed news are comparable in F1-measure and sometimes brief news sessions even achieve higher F1-measure.
From Tables 10 and 11, we see that relative improvements achieved by the use of subwords is more salient for brief news as
compared with detailed news and the major performance gain attributes to the character unigram. This is probably because
brief news session may have fewer speech recognition errors as compared with detailed news session that have complicated
audio scenes (e.g. ﬁeld speech).
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Syllable Lexical Chaining
Bigram
Character TextTiling
Syllable TextTiling
Character Lexical Chaining
Syllable Lexical Chaining

5.5. LVCSR error rate versus story segmentation performance
We have demonstrated the effectiveness of Chinese subword representations in both error-free transcripts and LVCSR
transcripts. We further examine the sensitivity of different subwords to speech recognition errors. We made comparison
only on unigrams, bigrams and words because trigrams and quadgrams did not show decent performance, as discussed
before. Figs. 13 and 14 show the relationships between story segmentation performance (in terms of F1-measure) and LVCSR
word error rate (WER) on the TDT2 corpus and the CCTV corpus, respectively. We combine the results on brief news and
detailed news for the CCTV corpus in order to achieve a general impression on the relation between LVCSR error rate and
story segmentation performance.
Not surprisingly, the story segmentation performance is affected by the speech recognition performance. In general, lower
speech recognition error rate leads to inferior F1-measure for both the word and subword scales. For example, when word
error rate climbs to 40.9% from error-free on the CCTV corpus, the F1-measure of the word TextTiling degrades from 0.6147
to 0.5586. The degradation of story segmentation performance is largely due to the broken lexical cohesion among words.
However, using subwords can restrain the performance degradation caused by noisy texts. From the TDT2 results in Fig. 13,
all unigram and bigram approaches outperform the word baselines, except for the syllable unigram-based lexical chaining.
Similarly, many subword approaches outperform the word baselines in the CCTV corpus, as shown in Fig. 14. For instance,
we observe from the CCTV results that character unigram TextTiling on the transcripts with WER of 25% and 33.4% even outperform word TextTiling on error-free transcripts. The syllable bigram TextTiling on the transcript with WER of 37% outperforms the word TextTiling on the error-free transcripts (0.5787 versus 0.5589) for the CCTV corpus. Such performance gains
are particularly signiﬁcant for story segmentation on LVCSR transcripts with speech recognition errors.

5.6. Fusion of word and subword representations
Words have speciﬁcity in describing meanings, but show low robustness to speech recognition errors; subwords are
robust to speech recognition errors, but do not have enough speciﬁcity in describing meanings. Hence we conduct wordsubword fusion TextTiling experiments in order to show the complimentarity between different lexical representations.
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Speciﬁcally, we sum the lexical scores between the best-performed subword scale and the word scale, and boundary identiﬁcation is carried out on the corresponding depth score. For example, for CCTV-LVCSR1, lexical score at the characterbigram level is summed with the word level lexical score. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 15. We can clearly see that
word–subword fusion can consistently improve story segmentation performance on the two corpora. The best performance
is achieved on CCTV-Ref (F-measure = 0.6834), with relative improvements of 10% and 4.4% over the corresponding word and
subword based TextTiling, respectively.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed to use Chinese subword representations, i.e. character and syllable n-gram units in lexical
cohesion-based story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news transcripts. Different from western languages, Chinese characters and syllables play important semantic roles. Subwords are robust to speech recognition errors and can recover lexical
cohesion in erroneous text via partial matching. We have studied the merits of Chinese subwords and performed an investigation on the effectiveness of subwords in lexical cohesion methods for story segmentation. We experimented for:
1.
2.
3.
4.

different subword representations: character and syllable n-grams;
different embodiments of lexical cohesion: TextTiling and lexical chaining;
different textual transcripts: manual transcripts (error-free) and speech recognition transcripts with different error rates;
two corpus: the TDT2 corpus and the CCTV corpus.

We have found that measuring lexical cohesion at subword levels is more effective than the word level. From extensive
story segmentation experiments, we are able to reach some important ﬁndings:
1. Most unigrams and bigrams achieve considerable performance gains while trigrams and quadgrams perform worse as
compared with words on both manual transcripts and LVCSR transcripts.
2. Character unigram and syllable bigram achieve superior story segmentation performances in general. For example, syllable bigram-based lexical chaining obtains a relative F1-measure improvement of 11% over word-based lexical chaining
in TDT2 error-free manual transcript; character unigram-based lexical chaining achieves a relative F1-measure gain of
12% over word-based lexical chaining in CCTV brief news transcripts with a word error rate of 40.9%.
3. TextTiling outperforms lexical chaining at lower n-grams and lexical chaining surpasses TextTiling at higher n-grams.
TextTiling is more sensitive to large n as compared with lexical chaining in story segmentation.
4. The performance of lexical cohesion based story segmentation is affected by speech recognition errors. F1-measure
degrades with the increase of speech recognition error rate. Using subwords can contain performance degradation. For
example, character unigram TextTiling on the CCTV transcripts with WER of 25% and 33.4% even outperform word TextTiling on error-free transcripts.
Our study shows that subword-based lexical cohesion approaches are promising in improving performance of story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news. The promising results indicate that, to further improve story segmentation performance in the future work, it is possible to apply subword features to other lexical methods or integrate subword features
with features from other sources (i.e. acoustic and visual). Also, we desire an automatic parameter tuning method to achieve
a more robust and smarter story segmentation system.
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